COORD/SO(Ptg)/Sub-Mas/2018

18.12.2018

To,
The Heads of Schools
affiliated to the Board

Reg: Assessment of project work in the subjects of Hindi Elective and Hindi Core at Class XII level, 2019 examination

Madam/Sir,

It has been stated in the Curriculum for Senior School Certificate Examination, 2019 that the project work for 10 marks in the subjects of Hindi Elective (Subject code 002) and Hindi Core (Subject code 302) will be assessed by external examiner.

It has now been decided as under:

1. The ASL for 10 marks in the subjects Hindi Elective and Hindi Core will be assessed internally by the schools;

2. The project work for 10 marks in the subjects Hindi Elective and Hindi Core will also be assessed internally by the schools

3. Marks obtained in ASL + project i.e. out of 20 marks be uploaded on the link to be provided for uploading practical/project marks

4. For the purpose of calculation of result, marks for theory and project will be taken separately.

5. In order to qualify in the subject Hindi Elective and Hindi Core, a candidate will have to obtain 33% marks in project + ASL taken together and 33% in theory separately in addition to 33% marks in aggregate.

Yours faithfully,

(DR. SANYAM BHARDWAJ)
CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS

"Shiksha Kendra" 2, Community Centre, Preet Vihar, Delhi - 110092
⚡️ Phone / Telephone: +91-11-22509256, +91-11-22509257 ✉️ Website: www.cbse.nic.in